We report a general strategy for developing a smart MRI contrast agent for the sensing of small molecules such as adenosine based on a DNA aptamer that is conjugated to a Gd compound and a protein streptavidin. The binding of adenosine to its aptamer results in the dissociation of the Gd compound from the large protein, leading to decreases in the rotational correlation time and thus change of MRI contrast.
Small molecules play important roles-beneficial and detrimental-in biological systems. While large biomolecules such as DNA, RNA and proteins are often detected and imaged, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] the speciation, concentration, and distribution of small molecules are much less commonly studied. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is known to provide non-invasive two-and three-dimensional images of living specimens. A major challenge in this field is developing smart contrast agents: contrast agents that induce detectable MRI responses in the presence of specific targets. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Toward this goal, Meade and coworkers reported the development of smart MRI contrast agents through the rational design and synthesis of a Ca 2+ -responsive chelator for gadolinium that changes the longitudinal relaxation time of water protons (referred to as T 1 ). 17, 18 Since then, a number of T 1 -weighted smart contrast agents have been developed for metal ions such as Ca 2+ , 17, 18 Zn 2+ , 19, 20 Cu 2+ , 21, 22 and Cu + . 22, 23 Despite these initial successes since 1997, only a limited number of smart contrast agents have been reported, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] among which even less smart contrast agents are targeted for small molecules. Therefore, it is important to develop a more general strategy to obtain smart contrast agents for a broad range of small molecules. Herein, we present a general strategy for smart contrast agent development based on DNA aptamers.
Aptamers are DNA or RNA molecules that bind to their molecular targets with high affinity and specificity. [32] [33] [34] They have been obtained through in vitro selection or systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) from a large DNA or RNA library consisting of up to 10 15 different sequences. 32, 33, [35] [36] [37] [38] One powerful advantage of this technique is that its selection conditions can be tailored to find aptamers that can selectively interact with almost any targets, including metal ions and small organic molecules. 39, 40 Through this process, aptamers that bind small organic molecules, proteins, and cells have been obtained, making them a general platform for sensors and contrast agents. 39, 40 Because of this advantage, a number of aptamers have been designed into fluorescent, [41] [42] [43] colorimetric, [44] [45] [46] and electrochemical sensors 47 for a wide range of targets. While a large number of these types of sensors have been reported, few smart contrast agents based on DNA aptamers have appeared in the literature. We have developed smart T 2 -weighted MRI contrast agents based on adenosine and thrombin aptamers and supermagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. 48, 49 However, supermagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles are much less widely used clinically than gadolinium compounds are. Therefore, we have developed a new method that uses NHS chemistry to couple aptamers to gadolinium-tetraazacyclododecanetetraacetic acid (DOTA-Gd, structure in Fig. 1 ). DOTA-Gd is a common T 1 -weighted MRI contrast agent, and its structure is shown in Fig. 1 .
The key to a successful smart contrast agent design is that it transforms the binding of aptamer to its target into a change in the relaxivity of the Gd-containing compound. This compound's relaxivity change will affect the T 1 , which will in turn affect the MRI signal. Relaxivity of the gadolinium compounds can be predicted by the Solomon-Bloembergen-Morgan theory. A simplified model predicts that the relaxivity is regulated by the hydration number, the exchange rate of the bound water with the bulk water as well as the relaxation time of the bound water protons, which has complex dependence on both magnetic field strength and rotational correlation time. The latter is decided by the size of the gadolinium compound. Both modeling and experimental reports 13, 50 have indicated that larger molecules with higher rotational correlation time have higher relaxivity under clinical MRI scanner conditions (1.5 T). Thus, our design focuses on the target-responsive change of the size or molecular weight of the molecules conjugated to the DOTA-Gd.
We chose adenosine aptamer 51 because it is an aptamer that has been well characterized, which facilitates the design of the system. As presented in Fig. 1 , the system consists of an extended biotinylated adenosine aptamer strand (aptamer in red and extension in black) that is hybridized to a DOTAGd-containing DNA strand (in blue). The aptamer strand consists of an adenosine aptamer, which is extended by 6 bases at the 5 0 end to allow it to hybridize to the Gd-strand before structural switching. In addition, this aptamer strand is biotinylated at the 5 0 end to permit it to conjugate to streptavidin. The Gd-strand has an amine group at the 3 0 end to allow it to conjugate to DOTA-Gd. In the absence of adenosine, these two strands hybridize, and the rotational correlation time of the gadolinium compound is increased due to its high molecular weight (B70 kDa). In the presence of adenosine, however, the aptamer dehybridizes from the Gd-strand in order to bind adenosine. The release of the DOTA-Gd-coupled Gd-strand from the aptamer-streptavidin conjugate decreases the molecular weight of the Gd compound to about 4 kDa. As a result, the T 1 increases, detectably changing the brightness of the MRI signal. The T 1 increase leads to a turn-off MRI response. However, compared with previously reported smart MRI contrast agents based on superparamagnetic nanoparticles, 48 ,49 the gadolinium-based contrast agent is smaller in size and easier for intracellular imaging.
To confirm the design shown in Fig. 1, 30 mM of both DNA strands were annealed in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.35) containing 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 , and 30 mM streptavidin. The addition of increasing concentrations of adenosine increased the T 1 from 1.43 s to 1.59 s at 0.5 mM adenosine, to finally 1.87 s at 3 mM adenosine ( Fig. 2A, black trace) . Correspondingly, the relaxivity of the gadolinium compound decreased from 14.2 mM À1 s À1 to 9.3 mM À1 s À1 when 5 mM adenosine was present ( Fig. 2A, red trace) . Adenosine concentrations higher than 5 mM were not used in this analysis because of solubility limitations. To investigate whether this MRI contrast agent can be potentially used in biological samples, we measured the T 1 with various concentrations of adenosine in the presence of 10% human serum. The T 1 increased from 1.61 s when adenosine was absent to 1.96 s when 3 mM adenosine was present (Fig. 2B, black trace) . The relaxivity of the gadolinium compound decreased from 12.2 mM À1 s À1 when adenosine was absent to 9.2 mM À1 s À1 when 3 mM adenosine was present (Fig. 2B, red trace) . The results suggest that this system is compatible with samples containing human serum. The T 1 response to adenosine saturated when the concentration was higher than 3 mM. The presence of human serum decreased the relative relaxivity change and binding affinity slightly, probably due to non-specific binding to the Gd-DOTA by other proteins in serum, resulting in a decrease in the effective concentration of complex available to interact with adenosine.
To investigate whether the T 1 increases were due to the dissociation of the Gd-strand from streptavidin as shown in Fig. 1 , we prepared several solutions of the contrast agent with different concentrations of streptavidin and measured the T 1 changes in the presence of 5 mM adenosine. As shown in Fig. 3A , in the absence of streptavidin, the T 1 changed by 0.05 s, within the error of measurement. The T 1 increase was significant with 10 mM streptavidin and reached the maximum when streptavidin was present at concentrations greater than 20 mM. These results indicate the importance of streptavidin.
Furthermore, the selectivity of the smart contrast agent was tested by measuring the response of the contrast agent toward 5 mM of either cytidine, guanine, or uridine as shown in Fig. 3B . While the addition of adenosine increased T 1 , the addition of the same concentration of cytidine, guanine or uridine did not, indicating the high selectivity of this contrast agent.
Finally, images were acquired with an MRI scanner. As shown in Fig. 3C , the images went from bright in the absence of adenosine (left) to darker in the presence of 5 mM adenosine (middle), which is similar to the image of a control sample containing 30 mM DOTA-Gd coupled DNA strand (Gd-strand) and streptavidin separately (right), to mimic 100% release of the DOTA-Gd coupled DNA strand shown in Fig. 1 . These results are consistent with an increase of T 1 of the system demonstrated in Fig. 2 , and suggest that, although the T 1 increase is only B30% in the presence of adenosine, it can produce a significant contrast change in an image.
In conclusion, we have designed and demonstrated smart and selective T 1 -weighted MRI contrast agents for adenosine based on its aptamer. The streptavidin was used as a proof of concept, which can be replaced by other molecules commonly found in biology for in vivo MRI. Since in vitro selection can be used to obtain DNA aptamers for a wide range of targets, the method shown here can be applied to the design of smart MRI contrast agents selective for many other targets. The contrast agent presented herein is an early step of the application of DNA aptamers in molecular MRI. As the turn-on signal is more preferred for diagnostic purposes, future research will be focused on aptamer-based smart MRI contrast agents with turn-on responses. Further improvement of the MRI contrast effect is also required for clinical applications. To achieve the goal, the molecular weight of the protein coupled to the system can be further increased to maximize the relaxivity change, and such a change in rotation correlation be coupled to other methods of eliciting a relaxivity change, such as regulating change in hydration numbers upon binding the target of the aptamers.
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